**Title:** *Simplify WPS for Synchronous KVP*

**Source:** *Peter Schut*

**Work item code:**

**Category:** *C (Functional modification of feature)*

**Reason for change:**

*Provide a simple version of WPS to meet the needs of the mass market.*

**Summary of change:**

1. Each base URL supports exactly one process.
2. HTTP GET requests are much simpler.
3. Individual control of formats for multiple outputs is not supported.
**Consequences if not approved:**
There may be limited adoption of WPS among the mass market. Non-standard implementations of WPS may proliferate.

**Clauses affected:**
* All clauses describing KVP implementations of WPS.

**Additional Documents affected:**

**Supporting Documentation:**
Complete details will be put on the WPS TWIKI.

**Status:**
Assigned

**Assigned To:**
WPS 2.0 SWG

**Disposition:**
Referred and Posted